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Why focus on LTBI diagnosis?
 Global Plan to Stop TB: by 2012, a test that will 

accurately identify people with LTBI and those at high 
risk of progression to active disease

 As active TB case rates decrease over time, LTBI Dx
and Rx will become important to eliminate TB

 Even in resource-limited settings, high-risk 
populations may benefit from IPT 
(immunocompromised, children, and contacts)

 New LTBI tests are giving us a fresh perspective on 
LTBI, a poorly understood entity shrouded in fuzzy 
terminology!
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How many ways to say TB infection???

 Latent infection
 Active infection
 Inactive infection
 Subclinical infection
 Acute infection
 Chronic infection
 Persistent infection
 Dormant infection
 Recent infection
 Remote infection
 Quiescent infection
 Incipient disease
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Advances in Latent TB diagnosis

 Improving the 
interpretation of TST

 Improving the TST 
reagent

 Replacing the TST 
with in-vitro assays 
(IGRAs)
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Tuberculin skin test (TST)

 TST
 Measures cell-mediated immune 

response (CMI)
 Uses PPD: a crude antigenic mixture

 Limitations of TST:
 fairly high proportion of false positives and 

false negatives
 technical problems in administration and 

interpretation
 difficulty in separating true infection from 

the effects of BCG and non-tuberculous 
mycobacteria (NTM)

 repeated TST boosts the immune 
response

 requires a 3-dimensional interpretation
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Effect of BCG on TST results

 Analysis of 24 studies with N = 240,243 subjects
 When BCG is given in infancy, false-positive TST results due to BCG occur in 

6% of vaccinated subjects
 When BCG is given after infancy, false-positive TST results due to BCG occur in 

40% of vaccinated subjects
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WWW.BCGATLAS.ORG

Alice Zwerling et al.

Funded by: Public Health Agency of Canada



8http://meakins.mcgill.ca/respepi/homeE.htm
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Improved rdESAT-6 skin test

Tuberculosis 2008
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Interferon-gamma release assays 
(IGRA)

T-SPOT.TB® [Oxford Immunotec, UK]

QuantiFERON-TB Gold® In Tube [Cellestis Ltd, 
Australia]
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Meta-analyses on IGRAs
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Summary of Evidence
 TST specificity is high in BCG non-vaccinated; but low and variable 

in BCG vaccinated
 IGRAs (especially QFT) have very high specificity 

 IGRA specificity is higher than TST
 IGRAs are not affected by BCG vaccination

 Maybe very helpful in settings that give BCG after infancy or give 
multiple vaccinations

 Sensitivity of IGRAs and TST is not consistent across tests and 
populations 
 QFT is as sensitive as TST
 QFT sensitivity is significantly higher in low incidence than high 

incidence countries
 T-SPOT.TB appears to be more sensitive than both QuantiFERON

tests and TST
 Maybe helpful in evaluation of immunocompromised

 In low-incidence settings, IGRAs correlate well with markers 
of exposure
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Summary of Evidence
 Diagnosis of active TB rests on microbiological detection of 

M. tuberculosis. 
 Immune-based tests, such as IGRAs and TST, do not 

directly detect M. tuberculosis; they merely indicate a 
cellular immune response to recent or remote sensitization 
with M. tuberculosis. 

 Because IGRAs cannot distinguish between LTBI and 
active TB, a positive IGRA result may not necessarily 
indicate active TB. 

 Furthermore, a negative IGRA result would not conclusively 
rule out active disease in an individual suspected to have 
TB; this also applies to the TST.
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Limitations of current evidence

 Almost all the available studies on IGRAs have limitations, namely 
lack of a gold standard for LTBI, cross-sectional design, use of 
sensitivity and specificity as surrogates for patient-important 
outcomes, and lack of adequate data on important outcomes such 
as accuracy of diagnostic algorithms (rather than single tests), 
incremental or added value of IGRAs, impact of IGRAs on clinical
decision-making and therapeutic choices, and the prognostic ability 
of IGRAs.

 Thus, available evidence on IGRAs cannot be considered high 
quality, and further research is likely to have an important impact on 
current recommendations and guidelines. 

 Ongoing studies should resolve these issues within the next few 
years and inform evidence-based guidelines on how to implement 
IGRAs in clinical practice 
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Can IGRAs be improved?
 Inclusion of new 

antigens
 Measure additional 

cytokines/chemokines
 Include other 

biomarkers

IFN-g/IL-10 ratio
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Immune-based biomarkers of 
latent TB
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The search for biomarkers 
continues…



19http://www.igrasymposium.com/

Stay tuned for more updates…
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